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Methods of drug evaluation

• Individual patient experience
• Individual doctor experience

– Clinical experience

• Systematic accumulation of patient
experiences comparing results from
one treatment to another
– uncontrolled observational studies
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Methods of drug evaluation

• Systematic comparisons between
treatments
– Non-Randomized Clinical trials
– Randomized clinical trials
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What is Wrong with
Historical Controls?

• Systematic differences are very likely
in both prognosis and management.

•  No consent for historical controls.

• Difference in the quality of data used
to measure outcome.
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The Problems of Historical Controls
An Example: 1

1994:  an international trial showed that AZT given 
 to mother and baby at birth reduces vertical 
 transmission of HIV-1 infection from 24% to 8%

1995:  combination therapy shown to be superior to 
 monotherapy in delaying progression to death in
 adults with HIV-1 infection.

1996:  French propose a trial of combination therapy 
 in expectant mothers using historical controls
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The Problems of Historical Controls
An Example: 2

Natural history cohort transmission rate 13% with AZT

Success considered halving of the rate in the cohort

BUT

Supposing the trial achieves a 6% rate

Does it mean combination therapy is better?
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Historical controls

• AZT effect on perinatal transmission
– 1994 US trial 8%
– 1994-96 France: 13%
– 1996 Combination treatment: 6%

– How can this be intepreted?
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Concurrent Non-Randomised
Controls

What’s the problem?

The investigator knowing who gets what may:

decide against entering a patient

interfere with the allocation order
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What is Wrong with Concurrent
Controls?

•  Systematic differences in prognosis
are likely (eg patients with late disease
may be more likely to be prescribed
one regimen than the other).

• Comparison of AZT+ddI v AZT+ddC
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Cumulative mortality:  randomised &
observational comparisons
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What is a Clinical Trial?
• A human scientific experiment to evaluate the 

effects of various interventions on the patients well 
being

• Aim:  to obtain an unbiased assessment of the value 
of an experimental regimen compared to standard 
control

• Medical ethics:  ensure that each patient’s care is 
not compromised as a result of participating in the 
trial
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The Controlled Trial

“The aim of a controlled trial is very simple:
it is to ensure that the comparisons that we
make are as precise, as informative and as
convincing as possible”

Austin Bradford Hill
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Clinical Trials Outline
• Two obstacles:
   - Bias
   - Random error

• Randomisation

• Trial size

• Blinding/placebo

• Ethical considerations

• Monitoring progress

• Analytical principles
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Interventions Evaluated in
Clinical Trials

• Drug treatments

• Surgical procedures

• Prevention strategies

• Management policies

• Health education
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Two Obstacles to Overcome

• Bias:  systematic difference between
treatment groups leading to distortion
of the estimated treatment effect

• Random error:  The play of chance
leading to inaccurate estimate of
treatment effect
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What is Randomisation?

• Allocation of patients to the different
interventions by a purely chance
process

• Not haphazard allocation

• Clinician should not be able to predict
the allocation of the next participant
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Why do we need to Randomise?
• To ensure that there are no systematic

differences between the treatment and control
groups in known and unknown variables
influencing the prognosis.

• Provides a sound basis for statistical evaluation of
data.

• This ensures that any difference in outcome
between the different groups is due to differences
in treatment.
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Benefits of randomization

• Only way to get reliable results
• Quickest way to get convincing results
• Best way to convince funding bodies

and governments to pay for new
treatments
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Randomisation

AZT+ddI
(n=1080)

AZT
(n=1055 )

AZT+ddC
(n=1072)

AZT naive (Delta 1) or >3 months
AZT exposure (Delta 2)

Initial (open)
treatment change

AZT+ddC
(n=352)

AZT+ddI
(n=309)

other
(n=394)

Comparison

Observational analysis

Randomisation

AZT+ddI
(n=362)

AZT
(n=355 )

AZT+ddC
(n=366)

 >3 months AZT  exposure
(Delta 2)

Randomised analysis

Comparison

DELTA
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Cumulative mortality:  randomised &
observational comparisons
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Cumulative mortality:  randomised &
observational comparisons
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Blindness/Placebo
• Single blinded:  participant unaware of treatment

allocation

• Double blinded:  both participant and clinician
unaware of treatment allocation

• Need placebo if ‘control’ group is receiving no active
treatment

• Avoids biased evaluation

• Essential in studies involving patient self assessment
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Ethics

• Only randomize if there is uncertainty
• Good ethics is Good Science
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Ethics and Design:  A Question

Is it always ethical to have controls?

OR

Is it ever ethical not to have controls?
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Ethical Considerations
Informing the Patient

• Explain the uncertainty

• Describe the options

• Justify the placebo

• Explain why blinding is being used

• Provide written as well as verbal information
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Features of a Well Designed Trial
• Detailed protocol and procedures

• Well designed forms

•  Careful selection of patients

•  Continuity of personnel

•  Patient record card or database

• Accurate recording of data

•  Regular monitoring
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The PROTOCOL and
PROCEDURE notes should

Include clear guidance on what to do in
almost every situation, such as handling
serious adverse events

Be readily understandable by personnel not
currently involved in this study.

State the analysis plan to be followed.
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Monitoring of Trial Progress
• Independent Data and Safety Monitoring

Committee

• Periodic analyses of data while the trial is still in
progress

• May recommend stopping the trial if proof
beyond reasonable doubt that one regimen is
superior than the other
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The Coronary Drug Project
Trial Clofibrate vs Placebo

Mortality Clofibrate Placebo

Overall 18% 19%

Compliants 15% 15%

Non-compliants 25% 28%
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Can RCTs Give the Wrong Results?

• Incomplete follow-up by design
- data collection stopped for efficacy and adverse

events after treatment discontinuation
- discontinuation or loss = failure

• Incomplete follow-up due to poor implementation

• Focus on statistical methods to accommodate missing
data instead of methods to improve follow-up
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Ongoing MRC Therapeutic
Trials

• When to start therapy
- none

• What to start with
- INITIO
- Forte
- PENPACT 1
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• When to change therapy
- PENPACT 1

• Management of Resistance
- OPTIMA
- ERA
- PERA

• Immune therapy
- ESPRIT
- [PENTA 10]

• Other therapeutic strategies
- DART
- TILT
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What Next?

• Nucleoside analogue ‘sparing’

• Toxicity ‘sparing’

• Simplification
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Observational Studies
• Seroconverters
- UK seroconverter register

collaboration with 93 clinical centres
1700 subjects

- CASCADE
collaboration with 9 other European countries and 
Australia
8729 seroconverters from 19 studies

• Prevalent cohorts
- 7-Centres Cohort
- Resistance Database
- CHIPS
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        Randomisation to open trial treatment

    ddI/d4T/EFV ddI/d4T/NFV ddI/d4T/EFV/NFV

ZDV/3TC/ABC/NFV     ZDV/3TC/ABC/EFV

Resistance test (if exposed to 3 classes of HIV drugs)

Regimen may be chosen
at investigator’s discretion Randomisation to INITIO-PI substudy

Regimen containing  Regimen containing
therapeutic dose of one PI    therapeutic doses of two PIs

Initio:  Design
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INITIO: Intake by country

Country Intake
France 283
Australia/ New Zealand 137
UK/ Ireland   105
Germany     65
Spain/ Portugal    60
Italy   59
Sweden/ Denmark/ Finland   54
Switzerland   52
Belgium/ Luxembourg     45
Brazil   31
Canada   22

Total  913
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  INITIO: Baseline characteristics (1)

Sex:
Male 721 (79%)

Predominant risk factor:
sex between men 413 (47%)
sex between men & women 364 (42%)
injecting drug use   70   (8%)

Age (years):
mean (SD) 38.6 (10.1)
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   INITIO: Baseline characteristics (2)

HIV disease Stage:
AIDS 185 (21%)

CD4 count:
mean (SD) 223 (172)

Viral load (HIV RNA copies/ ml):
mean log10 RNA copies/ml (SD) 4.92 (0.73)
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ESPRIT: Design
Introduction

Randomization 1:1
HIV+, CD4+ >300/mm3

N= 4000 

SC rIL2
+AR Therapy

No SC rIL2
+AR therapy 
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ESPRIT: Enrollment by Regional CC
 to 29 May 2002

Regional CC    No. Randomised     Final Goal      % of Goal

Copenhagen    582               875            67
London 542               725            75
Minneapolis        920                1177            78
Sydney             884                1067           83

TOTAL           2787               3844         73

UK/Ireland  246   300 82
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Screening Period

2 x 2 randomisation

ARDFP NO ARDFP

Standard-
ART

Mega-
ART

Standard-
ART

Mega-
ART

Followup

                    Canada UK VA
Sites open            19 of 22 14 of 22 29 of 30
People in Screening       16                 8 93  
People not rand     6 5 23
People Randomised       9 3         66


